Guide me UA Tour Agency in Kiev Announces a New 2018
Season
Being the best tour operator in Kiev, Guide me UA announces the launch of the new
tourist season in Kiev, Ukraine. In 2018, Kiev expects a huge number of tourists
because of the final of the Champions League 2018.
Kiev, Ukraine, December 13, 2017 (FPRC) -- Guide me UA is a team of young local guides who
provide the best city tours in their beloved city of Kyiv to foreign travelers.
In 2018 thousands of tourists are going to visit this city because of the dozens of events, and one of
them is the final of the Champions League 2018, which will be held on May 26.
Our mission is to promote Ukraine as a major destination in Europe, as a country with its unique
history and traditions with responsive people and spectacular landscapes.
Our private tours are ideal for those who appreciate flexibility and independence; they are as unique
as you are. Our special approach and knowledge allow us to customize tours that are enthralling
and adventurous, ultra-sophisticated and urban. Whichever you prefer, you can be sure that your
trip will be filled with exclusive opportunities that are offered only by us.
"We expect more than 2 million tourists only in the capital of Ukraine, Kiev in 2018" said Kate
Dobromishev, CEO of Guide me UA.
The most popular Kiev destinations in 2018 will be:
•Old Town Tour
It’s a perfect route for those who are for the first time in Kyiv or know just a little about our history
and culture. 3 Hours - All main attractions - General history of Ukraine from the foundation to the
present.
•Bar Crawl
3 Hours - 3 Different Bars - and lots of fun. This tour is a paradise for party-goers, because our
private guides will take you to the places you will hardly find yourself. Secret underground bars,
nightclubs with techno or dance music, tasting of Ukrainian beverages and even fire shows - that
what you can expect on during your Bar Crawl.
•Mezhyhirya Tour
This new world-class attraction called Mezhyhirya has appeared in Ukraine recently. It is the
residence of a former Ukrainian president, Viktor Yanukovych. 140 hectares of territory, Honka
mansion, private zoo, garage with retro cars, incredible territory of the park, 12 interconnected lakes,
which are fed by artesian water, golf course and that's not all that you can see.
Kyiv is a lovely, safe and interesting for sightseeing place with ancient, soviet and modern
architecture. Plenty of bars, nightclubs, restaurants, parks will not let you be bored. Kind,
warm-hearted and friendly Ukrainians will also surprise you with their hospitality.
So do not waste your time on usual destinations in Europe and explore Kiev which is the heart of
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Ukraine to enrich your life and let Guide me UA make your stay memorable.
Contacts:
+380 66 067 90 89
info@guideme.com.ua
www.guideme.com.ua
Contact Information
For more information contact Kate Dobromishev of Guide me UA (http://https://guideme.com.ua)
+380660679089
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